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The finite simple group M(22) was discovered by Fischer [3] in the 
context of his analysis of groups generated by a class of involutions of 3- 
transposition type. Classification of this group by the structure of the 
centralizer of an involution exists [ 11, 14]. Also M(22) has been recently 
classified by possession of a standard component isomorphic to O’(8, 
] 13 ]. This paper proves 
THEOREM. Assume G is fusion-simple containing a group E z E,, such 
that C,(E) = E and N,(E)/E g Sp(6,2). 77~~ either G =N&) or else 
NG(E) is a split extension and G z M(22). 
The method of proof considers separately the case N,(E) splits over E or 
not. In the non-split case we reduce to showing a Sylow 2-subgroup of G lies 
in N,(E) by studying a related 2-local subgroup. Then Goldschmidt’s result 
[S] and the structure of N,(E) show E is normal in G. 
If N,(E) does split over E then we show G = N&E) iff a Sylow 2 
subgroup of G lies in N&F). If G fi N,(E) then WC determine ~~~ro~rnat~i~ 
the centralizers of the 3 classes of involutions in G, using results of Parrot! 
] 241 and Goldschmidt 151. Identification of G with M(22) is ~~~~rn~l~sb~~ 
by a result of Hunt [ 11 j. 
All notation is standard with free usage of the “bar convention.” 
1. THE SYLOW ~-SUBGROUP OF N&Qm THE 
SPLIT EXTENSION CAKE 
The structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(E) has been determine 
Dempwolff [2]. This structure is as follows: 
li Present address: 3782 Drake, Houston, TX 77005. 
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(a) LetE=(v,,v,,v,,v,,v,,v,). 
(b) Let {u,~ 1 1 &j < 9} be a set of involutions with the following 
commutator identities: 
and 
[VI, u,l = v2, [v,, %I = u3, 
tv1, v,] = v5, [v1, 4 = v6, 
[v2, u71 = v4, [v,, UsI = us, 
[v3, u4] = v6, [v3, UsI = 04, 
[v4, %] = v6, [v4, u31 = v5, 
with all unstated identities being trivial. 
[v2, u31 = u3, 
[+, %] =‘v6, 
[u3, u71 = 05, 
[v5 3 %] = v6. 
Then (E, uj ] 1 <j < 9) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(E) in 
the split extension case. Note N,(E) acts transitively on E\{ 1 }. Let R = (u, , 
u5, u49 43 ul, v6, v5, v4, v3, vJ. Then R 4 CNcEj @6) and N,(R) E ‘%(Vd, 
since R E Z, x D, * D, * D,* D, with Z(R) = (us, v6) and R’ = (us). Also 
we know [ 161 N(R) n N(E)/R s Z, x S, with v,R E Z(N(R) n N(E)/R). 
Some detailed information about N(R) n N(E) will be used. In summary 
the major facts are: 
(a) If x E N(R) and (x) fixes v,R then (x) acts on E, the group 
generated by all involutions in v,R. 
(b) If Q E Syl,(N(R) n N(E)) then C,(Q) = Z(R). (Obvious since 
R/(U6) = iR/@6), Ql * c,(%)(Q)-) 
(c) There are 2 classes of elements of order 3 in N(R) nN(E). If 
representatives are denoted by p and cr then C,(u) = Z(R), while C,@) = 
(us, ug, va, ur , vg) and (vrj) = (v3, vl;). (This is taken directly from Yamaki’s 
work on Sp(6,2) [16].) 
We keep this notation in Sections 2, 3, and 4. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF N,(R) IN THE CASE N,(E) SPLITS OVER E 
From-Remark l(a) it is obvious C,(R) = Z(R) X O(C(R)). 
Let IV= N(R)/RC(R). We observe O,(J) E (~7~) and for X E ff of odd 
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r we see (2) acts trivially on Z(R) 2 R’ 3 1, so acts non-trivially on 
8*D,*D,*DD,. Recall the outer gro 
is isomorphic to Of@, 2) of order 21335527 
Solomon [IO] and the p-local structure of 0+ ( 
be isomorphic to A,, or modulo a core K of or 
P Sp(4,3) or A,. 
Suppose A? = N(R)‘/RC(R) =A,. Recall 24:’ = ubvs so all i~vo~nt~o~s in 
o not commute with us. Since [(q, u 
conclude (z+ ) u,, us, u9) 5 N(R)‘. A computation reve 
while CR,ZIRj(~S) z Ez6. S ince elements of order 5 in 
we conclude U, inverts no e~~rnc~t of order 5 Prom 
the character table of A, we see non-central invo~~tio~s do invert elements of 
we conclude z.i8 is central. 
Syi,(i@), (il,, ii,, zig) c $, and Z(g) = (&). Let F= J(g) z E,, I 
ructure of A, we know zi8 E E Since [&, &] = uqtikg we find 
Let ji be an element of order 3 in N.&) c~~tra~~~~~~ kk7 (since 
ET is non-central such an element n (j?) acts on the grou 
generated by ail involutions in 1: Cd&>)* 
cannot be fixed by pR or else u,R i a c~~~~ad 
structure of NdF). Note the group all involutions in 
(u7u8, CR(u,u8)). Since 24,~~ is non-central and C~(~~~~) = C,(q) we 
conclude a Sylow 3-subgroup of NdF) must act fai~~f~~~~ on C’,(c,) = 
C,(u,zl,) = CR(u,, ~4~). Since (2~~) centralizes CR(ut) we conclude b, E P. 
Note Jo = (u,, us, u,, C,(u,)) sEEzse Let u be 
F = (a9 zkg, us, u,, R). Since m(R) = 6 we ~snclude 
in(F) = 9. Since F contains at most 2 
elements in N@j will act on (G,, 2i8 9 ti9) w 
J = (84, J ) z Ep. 
e claim next R is uniquely determi 
to R. Since S/R is 
. Note u,R and vru 
oh&ions in N(I?)\N 
Since N(R)‘/R z A 
is central in N(R)‘/R while u7 is a. nob-central i~v~lu~i~~~ 
Also the set of all involutions in 
fall in (u,, CR(U7)). Since (u 
[u,, x] E (us) implies [u,, x] = 1, 
ftar x E CR(u.,) we have 
R(n8 w){ < 2l. Hence either 
(u, WV C.&B)) = (U,? c, 
is is impossible. We conclude 
Yh(g-;)- 
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Now J, s J so J c C(J,,). From the structure of N(R) we conclude J is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C(J,,). Now N(E) n N(J,)/J, s E,&(2) must act on J. 
Let M = (N(R) f7 N(J)) C(J) and # = M/C(J). Now ji? is isomorphic to a 
split faithful extension of E,, by a Sylow 3-normalizer of A,, qo [8, 11.2.21 
implies H(J)/C(J) is of type A,,. Note O,(%?) = (al, U;, o-2, f13) and from 
N,(E) we see V; is central in a. But &(a,) = (a,, G-2, 8,, U3) and 
Cdz7,)’ = (&), so v1 J+ v,J in N(J)/C(J). This is a contradiction, so 
N(R)/RC(R) 25 s,. 
In summary we have shown 
LEMMA 2.1. If N(E) splits over E then R = (us, u,, u,, u2, ul, v6, v5, 
04, v3, v2) has the property N(R)/RC(R) modulo a core of order at most 3 is 
isomorphic to Z, x S, or Aut(P Sp(4, 3)). 
3. THE CASE N,(E) IS SPLIT AND 
CONTAINS A SYLOW ~-SUBGROUP 0~ G 
Let S = (E, uj ] 1 <j < 9). The case in question corresponds to 
N,(R)/RC(R) !% S, x S,. Our method here is to determine N(J(S))/C(J(S)) 
and then show directly E is strongly closed in S with respect o G, 
Note J(S)= (u,, us, u,, UC9 us, u4, v6, v5, v4)=& and 
N(J(S)) f-~ N(E)/J(S) ZG E, - L,(2) with (vl, v,, v3, J(S)) = O,(NJW n 
NE)). 
LEMMA 3.l. NJ(S)) = (NJ(S)) n N(E)) . C(JW). 
ProoJ: Let E = N(J(S))/C(J(S)). Note fi is of type A,. Next observe 
that for V an involution in (fir, z7,, ~7,) we have m(C,,,,(v)) = 6 while for 
v E S\(v,, ~29~3, J(S)) we have m(C,(,,(v)) Q 5. Hence (ai, V,, ~7~) is 
strongly closed in g with respect to N. Let K= O(f) and assume K# c 
Factor K by (~7~) V,, fi3). Since any involution ~7 E (Vr ,8,, a,) stabilizes the 
chain J(S) 3 [J(S), v] 3 1 and [J(S), v] = (v4, v5, v6) we find z also 
stabilizes this chain, so K = i: We conclude i? = 1. Applying a result of 
Gorenstein and Harada [ 61 we conclude I= N(J(S)) n N(E). 
LEMMA 3.2. E is strongly closed in S with respect o G. In particular E 
is normal in G. 
ProoJ: Since N(E)/E z Sp(6,2) we may apply Yamaki’s work [ 161 to 
conclude the representatives of all conjugacy classes of involutions in G are 
located in E, u6E, u5 E, ususE, and u,u,E. Since N(E) acts transitively on 
E\l we will simply consider fusion involving v6 E Z(S). 
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consider ubu7 E. Note any involution i in u~u,E has the property 
J(S) E C,(i). By Lemma 3.1 we immediately conclude rm fusion occurs 
etween u,u,E and E. Next consider u,E. From ~&XI of C(U,) n It’(E) 
n CE(u,) = (v2, v3, v4, v5, v6) we note it su s to consider 2i6u5 (or 
zk6 u5 v6 = (u, Q”). But J(S) E C,( u v ) so again no fusion occur5 between 6 5 
u,E and E itself. Using the element p of order 3 mentioned in 
we may simply consider fusion between u5 and u5vq or usus an 
v6 1 A final application of Lemma 3.1 now shows E is strong1 
with respect o G. By a result of Goldschmidt [5] and the structure of N(E) 
we see 44: 4 @. 
4. THE @ASE N(E) SPLIT§ OVER E 
A SYLOW &%JBGROUP 813 G 
In this situation we have by Lemma 2.1 N 
e show first N(R) does contain a S 
S E ~Y~*(N(R)) containing (E, uj / 1 <j < 9). 
N~J~~~~l~~J~~~) g M,, . The approximate 
every involution is determined. In particula 
since Cc(us) ZG G(2), the central extension (perfect) of U&2) by Z,. 
LEMMA 4.4. is weakly closed in S with respect o CG(u6). In ~~~t~~~~~~ 
E SYM~). 
Proof: Let M= Cc(vs) and iii= H/(v6). 
in N(~) with respect o il. Assume i?, is a 
N(R). Now any involution in N(R)\N(R)’ is 
From the structure of N(R) n N(E) we concl 
is of type A 8 we see i?-,/E, n R has 2-rank 
Then [u,, zd9] = u,u8 implies U,U, E E,. B 
uq) z EG4, so m(R r) > 7. This is a contrad 
From the character table of PS,(4,3) we observe 
involutions invert elements of order 5. Since 5-elements in 
we conclude RJxn RI contains no ~o~-ce~~raI ~~~0~~~~~~s 
(Non-central involutions in N(R)‘/C can fix exactly half 
four-group in P Sp(4,3) contains 3 tral i~v~~~ti~ns~ so 
as order 2’. Since N(R)’ n N(E) 
conjugacy classes of involutions in N(R)’ - - 
v,F, Q4, ii,) r E,, we obtain a contrad 
immediate. 
LEMMA 4.2. J(S) z Ezlo and N(J(S)~/~(J(~)) zz ieu gro24p 
on 22 letters. Further the action of N(J( is ~~i~~e~y deter~~~e~ 
ucibie. Also N(R)/RC(R) ?I% Aut 
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Proof. Let @= N(R)‘/R - C(R). In S n N(R)’ let PZ E,, . Since 
S n N(R)’ is of type A,, P is uniquely determined. Since [us, us] = U,Z+ and 
(z&,zQES~-IN(R)’ we conclude U,U* E E Note C,(u,u,) = (us, u,, uq, 
*6? us, v,). Now N,#) z E,, . A, will act on the center of F/(z&, a,). Since 
a Sylow 5-subgroup of N#) acts fixed point feely on R/(u~, v6) we 
conclude the center of F/(z&, Us) is CR(u7us), Since (u,, us, ug) centralizes 
C,(u,u,) we conclude (z&, z&, z&) s E 
Let u be an involution in P\(u,, us, ug, R). If we cannot choose u to 
centralize (u,, us, u,, C,(u,u,)) then we contradict the action of 5elements 
in I% Hence J = (u, u,, us, ug, C,(U,U,)) z E,,,. Since the %-rank of R is 6 -- 
and all involutions in N(R)\N centralize at most an E,,-subgroup of R we 
see J is uniquely determined in S. Hence J(S) z Ezlo. 
Let M= N(J(S)) and li?= N(J(S))/C(J(S)). Now SE Syl,(@ and ,? is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of B = N(R) n N&S)). S’ mce B/O@) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of NAg(( 123)) a result of Gorenstein and Harada [8, 11.2.21 yields 
S is of type A r0 or a,, as B acts intransitively on O,(B) or not. If a Sylow 3- 
subgroup of i? is of order 3’ then B is of type A,. Suppose then 
B/O,(B) E S, and the action is intransitive. From N,(E) we see Z(s) = (z?~), 
so there exists an element f E B of order 3 such that [f, &] = 1. Observe 
D = C,,,,(U,) n R = (ug, z+, vs, vg, vq) admits (23 non-trivially. But 
v6 E C,(T) so C,(F) E E,. Now (u, u,, v2, z,) acts non-trivially on C,(q, a 
contradiction. We conclude in both cases S is of type A,. 
Let T = N,(E). We know J(T) E J(S) so N(J(T)) n N(E) acts on a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(J(7)). Computing we see a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(J(T)) is 
J(S). In particular fir E 02(@ Since the 2’-share of GL(10,2) is 3’j . 5’ . 73 . 
31’ . 73 . 127 we know G/O@?) &M,,. Hence g/O,@) E S,, since only 
M,, and MZ3 are fusion-simple of type A, and involve E,,S,. In particular 
N(R),& E Aut(P Sp(4,3)). 
Since O(a) c Z(a) the A x B-lemma shows O(a) = c Since 
1 l$I GL(9, 2)] we also find the action is irreducible. 
Finally we show the action of a on J(S) is unique. From the decom- 
position matrix of MZ2 for the prime 2 [12] we know M,, has two 
inequivalent absolutely irreducible 2-modular representations of degree 10. 
One extension of Ezlo by M,, occurs in Conway’s group 0.2 witth orbits 77, 
330, and 6 16 [ 151. The other extension of Ezlo by Mz2 occurs in M(22) with 
orbits 22, 231, and 770. Now E,, . S, is a maximal subgroup of M,, so the 
action of n is uniquely determined. 
LEMMA 4.3. G has exactly 3 classes of involutions with representatives 
*63 u6, and ug v5. Further C&u,) & C,(v,). 
Proof. Note Lemma 4.1 implies (vg) = R’ char R char C,(u,), so 
v6 + us. Since N(J(S)) controls fusion in J(S) by Burnside’s theorem we see 
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we have 3 G-classes of involutions in J(S) and the representatives may be 
chosen to lie in Z,(N,(E)) = ( u6, v5, 21~). Indeed any such repr~se~t~t~ve has 
a centralizer with 2-share of order 216, so must. lie in 
~ps,(fq = 215 we have all representatives must lie in Z, 
in N,(E) the representatives may be 2ssume 
to be us, us, and u6v5. From the structure of N,(E) and NG 
contains exactly 3 classes of involutions. Finally no point 
stabilizer in i@ isomorphic to E,, . A,. From the structure of 
stabilizer in of u6 can be isomorphic to B,, . A, or BZ(3, 
~sornor~hi~ to PSL(3,4), so C&d,) Lie C,(v,). 
LEMMA 4.4. C,(v,) = N,(R) . O(C,(v,)). 
Prooj Let = C,(v,) and g = H/(v6). e shah show first 
strongly closed in s with respect o g. Consider the set 
-- 
G SIB, conjugate to a subgroup of& 
Let us ssume Y is non-empty. Choose 
as possible. e know r < 4 since N(R 
Let a word d E B non-trivially O1. Then rn([EY a]) > 4 and if r = 4 then 
there is a word WO E B such that m( [g, a,]) > 5. 
Next assume Bc N(R)’ ~ From the proof of Lemma 4.1 we know non- 
central involutions in N(R)‘/R centralize exactly 
~~v~~ntio~s centralize a G-dimensional space in 
I]) > 2. By Lemma 4.3 we know r # 
P Sp(4,3) contains 3 centrai involutions we s 
an element f E B such that m([R, f]) > 3. 
-f-i J(S) f 1 we contradict Lemma 4.3. 
summary we have shown that g contains an ~~vo~~tio~ such that 
9 f]) > 1 + r. Hence the set 9 is in fact empty. corollary 4 of [5] 
if the set 9 is empty then 4;) is strongly closed in $ with respect o 
orollary 4 of [5] we conclu with r 
(B) 4 
LEMMA 4.5. c,(u6)/o~G,@6)~ z qc2>’ 
I+ooJ: Let M = C,(u,) and ji? = ~/Q(~). 
has the property 8,(K) ZZ W, * W, * W, * W, a 
-E $&(I?) such that CO,,,@) = (~7~). F 
isolated, so by a result of Parrot [ 141 R&Z U,(2), From lVS(E) we conclude 
iGr G(2). 
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LEMMA 4.6. C,(u, v,)/O(C,(u, us)) is 2-generated. 
ProoJ: Let N = N(J(S)) and Izi = N/O(N). From Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we 
have Cd&&)/m z E,,P with w E C,(u,v,) an involution such that 
(6, f, , U;, Us, J(f)) = O,(CdG)) and C,-(u,v,)/O,(C,v(~)) isomorphic 
to a Sylow 3normalizer in A,. Note D, = [(u, , v3, z+), J(S)] = (u, U, , u,u,, -- 
u5v6, vj, vJ. Since J(S)/D, admits non-trivial A, action we conclude D, = 
O,(Cdu,v,))‘. Hence D = (Do, u6v5) is an abelian normal subgroup of 
C,(u,v,) E Syl,(C,(u,v,)). We also note D cJ(S) implies D is weakly 
closed in C,(u,v,) with respect o CG(u6v5). 
We wish to show now D is strongly closed in C,(u,v,) with respect o 
c&6 u5)* Suppose A = (U2, u3 9 v3 9 w) is conjugate to a subgroup of D. Then 
C(A) f? C,(u,v,) = (A, v,, vg, us) is conjugate to a subgroup of J(S) = 
C(D,) f3 C,(u, vs). Since N(J(S)) controls fusion in J(S) we may assume this 
conjugation takes place in C(u,v,) n C(v,). But C(v,) = N(R) . O(C(u6)) by 
Lemma 4.4 and D/D n R has order 2, a contradiction to A/A n R has order 
4. A similar argument shows (ZQ, u3, v3) is not conjugate to any subgroup of 
D under the action of Cc(u,v,). 
From the structure of Cdu,v,) we see any four-group in C,(u,v,)\J(S) 
contains an involution t that has the property m([D, t]) > 3. Finally one 
checks that any involution t E C,(u,v,)\J(S) has the property m([D, t]) > 2. 
By Corollary 4 of [5] we conclude D is strongly closed in C,(u,v,) with 
respect o C,(u,v,). Since D E J(S) the structure of N&S)) and [5] implies 
D . O(C,(u, v5)) Q C,(u, v5) as desired. 
LEMMA 4.7. G z M(22). 
Proof Since m,(G) = 10 we know G is connected. Since U,(2) is 2- 
generated Theorem C of [9] implies O(C,(u,)) = 1. Hence C,(u,) z Z&(Z). 
By a result of Hunt [ 111 we conclude G 2 M(22). 
5. THE CASE N,(E) Is NON-SPLIT 
In [2] Dempwolff shows a Sylow 2-subgroup T of a non-split extension of 
E by N,(E) with E g E,, and N,(E)/E z Sp(6,2) has generators 
(E, Uj ] 1 <j < 9) with ur, u2, u3, u,, u,, and u, involutions and ui = v,, 
2 us = v5, and u,’ = v,. The commutator identities are the same as in the split 
extension case except: 
[%, %] = u2v3v6, [u,, u7] = u4v.5, [%, %I = ~6”5v5v6~ 
L”2? %] = u5 v6, b2, 61 = u6”4v4, [u3,%l=w7~5~4~ 
[u3, u41= u5v5. 
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Further we observe T has the following properties: 
(a> Z(T) = (us). 
(b) If T,, c T is of order 2rp and Z(T,,) has order at least 8 then either 
u5 E Z(T,) or u5 vq E Z(T,). 
CC) J(T)= (4, ugs u7, &, u5, u,) z z, x z, x Zd x E, with 
fJ,W’>> = (v6~ ug> V4, u,, us, uq) and u’(J(T)> = (vq, u5s v6). 
Our next goal is to show N(E) must contain a Sylow 2subgroup of G. To 
do this we again consider the structure of R = (u6,w~,u~~u~,uI,v~,u~~~~~ 
v3,v2)~Zzq*D,*D,*Ds*D,. As in the split extension case we have 
N(R) f? N(E)/R E Z, X S, with a Sylow S-subgroup of N(R) T?N(E) act!ng 
fixed point freely on R/Z(R). Application of [ 101 gives the following 
possibilities for N(R)/RC(R): 
44 3,. 
(b) Aut(P Sp(4,3)) modulo a core of order at most 3. 
(c) Sp(4,4) . (f) with (S) s Gal(G(4)). 
(d) A normal subgroup g:A, x A,. 
(e) u,RC(R) E Z*(N(R)/RC(R)). 
Suppose N(R)/RC(R) r S,. Again we observe all involutions sutside 
N(R)’ do not centralize Z(R) so (u,, us, up, zk7) c N(R)‘. Also as in the split 
extension case we conclude that in fl = N(R)‘/RC(R) zig is central. Let 
SE Syl,(@) wth (~7~) = Z(s) and set F= J(g) sr6 m As in the split case we 
End (Q,, a,) CF since [I&, z&j = u7u8. Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of Ndp) 
must act on (u7,u8, CR(u7,u8)) and [ug, CR(w7,zig)] = 1 we find 17~ EE 
Now Jo= (u7,u8,ug, CR(u7))zZ4 XZ,XZ, X E, so if we choose an 
involution 21 E F such that (U; b, , Qs, ~7,) % E,, then J = (u, JO) is isomorphic 
t0 either Z, x Z, x Z, x E,, or Z,XZ,XZ,XZ,XE,. Note 
N(J,) n N(E) must act non-trivially on J as well. me N(J),‘C(J) must 
involve A a) contradicting the action of N(J,) on or a 3-element in 
C(R) acts trivially on R, a contradiction, In either case we Gnd 
N(R)/RC(R) k S,. Suppose then case (b) occurs. Arguing as in Lemma 4.1 
we see N(W) must contain a Sylow 2subgroup S of G. But now the proof of 
Lemma 4.2 implies J(S) is isomorphic to either Z, x Z, x Z, x E,, or 
Z, x Z, x Z, x Z, x E, and N(R) f’? N(J(S)) admits faithful action by A 5, 
This is impossible since n6 E J(S). 
Suppose we are in case (c) now. Using the elem f order 3 mentioned 
in Remark l(c) we check [u8,pj = 1. If ff=N, . C,(R) then r& is 
central in #‘. Now a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp(4,4) has class 2 so (a,, I&) = 
Z(g). ?Jote C,(U,~ us) = (us, us, u4, v5 ) v,) with CR(zks) = (u,) w5, u4, u5 : Us, 
u,, 03) and Z(C,@,>> = ( u, , u5, v,). Hence P contains a goup d E A, with 
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[z&,x] = i and a acting trivially on R r> C,(u,) I> CR@+, us) 2 
(u,, U, , v,) 2 1. This is impossible. 
Finally we consider case (d). Let A, 2 R . C(R) be a subgroup of N(R) 
such that x,, = A ,,/RC(R) E A 6 x A 6. Let i be an involution in a direct factor 
ofx,, acting on J(T). Now facts on B =Ql(J(T))nR = (vg,vg,v4,u5, u4). 
If (f) centralizes B then (P) also centralizes B, since B” = B. Let 
c= c&(p) =A,. Since P E C we have C centralizes B. Hence &, 
centralizes B, a contradiction. 
Suppose (f) acts non-trivially on B. If (i) centralizes (u6, zi,, u.,) then 
PI= f since the stability group must be abelian. This is not so, so (I) must 
act non-trivially on (us, z)~, u4). Then for some i, j, k we have - - 
[tufu<u$, (v~, u5, z)~)] = 1. Again [vi, tufdi$] = 1. So &+‘I= tu, showing 
(tR)” = tR a contradiction. We conclude case (d) does not occur. 
We summarize this set of observations as 
LEMMA 5.1. If N,(E) is a non-split extension of E by Sp(6,2) then 
N(R)/R . C(R) contains an isolated involution v1 RC(R). 
Next note (v,R) contains exactly two type E,, subgroups, namely, E and 
F=(u~v1,v2,v3,~4,~~,v~). Let xEC(R)\Z(R) such that v:=ugvl. Then 
vy= (ugvl)x=u$d(jvl. Hence if x2 E (E, uj 1 1 <j < 9) then U: = usus, a 
contradiction. From the structure of N(E) we conclude 
C(R) = Z(R) x O(C(R)). H ence if there is a 2-element x E N(R) that fuses E 
to F then x & C(R). In particular N(R)/RC(R) g Z, X Z, X S,. Since 5- 
elements in N(R)/RC(R) act fixed point freely on R/Z(R) we find 
[(x),E~F] = 1. 
Now consider N = N(J(T)) and A = N(J(T))/C(J(T)). Note (x) acts non- 
trivially on (ug) so X# i. If 5?: J(T) 2 Qi(J(T)) 2 U’(J(T)) 2 1 then 3 must 
act on 5Y. Recall N fJ N(E) g E, . L,(2) with O,(Nn N(E)) = (~7~) V,, ~7~) 
stabilizing 5??. Hence ff centralizes (5,) Zs,, a,). If FE Syl,(N n N(E)) then 
we may choose X0 to centralize P and (Vi, U2, Uj3), where (21i, b,, V; , X) = 
(fl, > 62, v; , -%,>. But P acts fixed point freely on (z?i, ir,, z&) a contradiction 
to the action of To on (zii , U2, Us). We conclude N(E) contains a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of G. Since each factor of k? is elementary of order 8 we also 
conclude the 2’-share of fl is that of Nn N(E) which is 3.7. This in 
summary is 
LEMMA 5.2. N(E) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Further N(J(T)) = 
(N(JG’?) nN(E)) - C(J(T)). 
We are done now. 
LEMMA 5.3. E is normal in G. 
ProoJ: We shall prove E is strongly closed in T with respect o G. The 
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result will follow upon application of ~oldsmi~t~s result [5] and the 
structure of N(E). Since N(E) acts transitively on E” it 
fusion patterns involving vs. From Yamaki’s work 
representatives of ail conjugacy classes of involutions ar 
USE, u~u~E, u6u,E, and E itself. 
Using the element p of order 3 mentioned in k l(c) and the action 
of T on u,E we see it will suffice to consider fu tween u, or 21, v, and 
1.1~. Since C,(U,) and CT(uSv4) contain J(T), Lemma 5.2 im 
oc s between u,E and E. 
xl examine u,u,E. Again using p and T we see it is eno 
fusion between U~U,V, and v6. Now C,(zl,u,v,) has order 211 and 
-b(C,(% u5 vz)) = (v, 3 v4>, E,(C T %% V2)) = (US) ( ad z(cT(u6u5 vZ)) = 
(v6, ZE~U~V~)~ Suppose there exists T, E C(u,u,v,) with T, 2 C,(U,U, vZ) and 
jT1: Cr.(u,u, v2)] = 2. Then within T, there is a subgr of order 2” with 
Z(T,) = (u, uj vZ 9 2r, )v4). Since all involutio 
we contradict uj + v6 using Remark 1 (b). 
between u,u,E and E. 
er next u,E. Since all involutions in u,E are fuse 
C,(u,v,). Let xE C(u6v,)\C ( T U6VI) be a 2-d 
Cr(u,v,). We check E4(CT(~6~1)) = (us) so [v5,x] = 
i$ = (x, CT(u6 v,)) has order at least 2” and Z(A) 3 (v6, vg, u6 vl). Again 
implies v6 -u5 a contradiction, Hence (x) acts ~on-tr~via~~~ on 
(C,(u,v,)) = (v6, v5, u6v1). We observe (u,, u5) act ~o~-~~~v~~~~~ on 
Z(C,(u,v,)) and (u6: u5, C,(u,v,)) “J(T). his ~o~tradiet~ Lemma 5.2, We 
~o~~~~de u,E has no conjugate of 0,. 
Finally consider u,u,E. Again there is one ss of involutions ah-e 
under T so we wil simply examine CT(u6z+ v,)~ check ICT(246u,v,)I = 
2nd MC,@,u,~J> = ( v5, v,), L$(C&,u,u,)) 5>, md ‘qCr(zk5~7~1))== 
(V62 v5, %qvJ. If USU7VI - vg OS& a 2-e~eme~~ 
2-E C~(~~~,Vl)\C~( u6u7v1) normalizing CT(U6z+vr in the previous case 
we hzve [x, us] # 1. Let A = (U6, vJ, z;,, ~~24~21~). ate IV = ~(A)/C~A) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of A, and (zIi6, Us) G4, L?T,: 2) G I”;i. If the 2-s& 
M is bigger than 24 then u6u7vI - v6 wit 
(a,, u5 9 ti,, C,(U, u, vr)) G? J(T). This contradicts 
(us,us,zc,,b,)rZ,X I>, implying fl is a subg 
Let I@ c 8 be isomorphic to Z, x S, cant 
24,” = us we have an element FE &? of order 3 sue 
[if9 us] = H since [A, (us)] = (v6). 
contradict Lemma 5.1. Hence we y assume (Us, Us ) zL3) = 
[ii4,tZ,]=Cj.) Then [ug3Z]=1. 
again have a contradiction. 
e conclude E is strongly closed in T with respect to G. As 
e E u G follows. The proof of the lemma and the theorem is 
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